
Catalogue of essential electronic forms in Quill

WHY CHOOSE QUILL’S FORMS SUITE?

Choose from a comprehensive library Sign forms electronically
2,000+ legal forms and e-submissions across 
all legal specialisms are readily available to any 
authorised practice member straight from Quill.

Comply with e-submission rules

Collaborate better

Submit forms online to HMRC, Land Registry, 
Companies House and other government agencies with 
continued support for the ongoing digitisation process.

Share forms easily and securely with peers, clients, 
counsel and other third parties, with an auto-assigned 
audit trail of amendmends and approval.

Access customised e-signature functionality on 
specific forms to assist your digital working goals.

Generate forms effortlessly

Create court bundles with ease

Pre-populate fields, template your own form 
versions and perform automatic calculations to save 
valuable time completing forms.

Produce and later amend sectioned, indexed, 
hyperlinked, numbered court bundles within a few 
mouse clicks.
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CLOUD-BASED LEGAL FORMS AND E-SUBMISSIONS INTEGRATED WITH QUILL

Gain expert support - with Quill’s forms suite powered by 
FormEvo.co.uk and SDLT.co.uk, and backed up by Quill, 
enjoy our combined, friendly, efficient, complementary 
helpdesk services.

Save time locating forms - search your library, filter by 
law type, tag favourites, highlight frequently used and 
personalise your dashboard.

Strengthen security - there are all the same security 
measures as Quill with ISO 27001 standard data centres, 
Cyber Essentials certification and restricted access 
controls.

Introduce flexibility - the cloud format allows your staff to 
operate remotely, and reduces the strain on your internal IT 
infrastructure and technical team. 

Manage matters optimally - download forms as PDFs onto 
your desktop, save forms into accompanying case folders, 
add comments and completion reminders onto draft forms, 
and see the status of all your live forms within Quill. You’ll 
have an even firmer grasp of case progress and a clearer 
audit trail.

Meet regulatory guidelines - receive auto-applied form 
updates and new forms as dictated by evolving legislation 
with continued access to earlier form versions for older, 
ongoing cases.

Lower expenditure - there’s no upfront cost, annual fee 
or restriction to areas of law as you simply pay a monthly 
subscription on a pay-as-you-go basis.*

Simplify associated legal accounting - receive email 
acknowledgement of successful submission and payment 
receipts to pass to your cashier to action as case-related 
disbursements or expenses. 

Work smarter - add post-it note reminders or alerts 
to forms so you can audit progress from inception, to 
completion, to submission.

Handle forms easily - at any time, instantly see the status 
of your live forms in Quill - be they new, draft, pending or 
complete.

*E-submission fees collected on behalf of relevant government agencies.
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CLIENT PRAISE
“FormEvo has developed an enormously innovative built-for-the-cloud product that enables our teams to work as normal, 
wherever they are. It integrates perfectly with our other main legal software provider, Quill, making life easier and quicker for our 
users. Not only is using the combined product a delight compared to our previous on-server product, but it has cemented its 
place on our list of essential tools as Quill’s forms team continues to make regular refinements and iterative improvements to 
the core forms product – both in response to changes in the legal landscape and also following input from our users – as well as 
bringing other complementary services to the product range.”

Daryl Griffiths, Chief Executive Director, Burnett Barker Solicitors
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